
Is the contract a STANDARD FORM contract, as per s27 
and ACCC guide?

Rely on (rebuttable) presumption that it IS.
Consider:
     Relative bargaining positions
     Who prepared it
     Was offer on take-it/leave-it basis?
     Degree of negotiation

Burden of proof on consumer to prove otherwise. 
     

Yes

Is the SF contract a CONSUMER contract, as 
per s23(3)? 

Was supply to an individual, whose acquisition 
is wholly/predominantly for PDH 
use/consumption, and as defined in s3?

Is there a contract?

No

Consider other 
areas of law

Yes

No

Is the SF contract a SMALL BUSINESS contract, as 
per s23(4)?

(a) supply goods/services, OR sale/grant of interest 
     in land; AND
(b) at time of entering, ?1 party is a business 
     employing <20 persons; AND
(c) either:
     (i) upfront price payable ?$300,000
     (ii) contract duration >12mths and 
          upfront price payable ?$1million 

No

UCTL, particularly s23(1) 
cannot be relied upon

First consider illustrative (not exhaustive) 
examples of unfair terms under s25 for statutory 
guidance on term types that may be regarded as 
of concern.
Common theme: One-sided

ANY consideration of term of type listed as 
example, subject to following test in s24(1)

Yes

Yes

To TEST if a term is unfair, under s241(1), is there 
SIGNFICICANT IMBALANCE in parties' rights/obligations arising?

Consider impact of term, in context of contract as whole: 
s24(2)(b)

If imbalance caused, is it SIGNIFICANT as per Jetstar v Free?
     Significant in magnitude; sufficiently 
     large to be important
     Inquiry is quantitative, NOT 
     normative

TEST, Step 1.

No

Was it NOT reasonably necessary to protect legitimate 
interests, under s24(1)(b)?

This is a rebuttable presumption, under s24(4).

TEST:
1. Does the term protect a legitimate interest of trader?
2. Is the term reasonably necessary to protect legitimate 
interests?

Yes: TEST, 
Step 2.

It WAS reasonably
 necessary

It was NOT reasonably 
necessary: TEST, Step 3.

Does the term cause unfair detriment to a 
party if relied on, under s24(1)(c)?

Likely to be RELATED to significant 
imbalance, but requires independent 
satisfaction

NOT limited to financial detriment

Under s24(4) courts must consider other 
factors when determining if term is unfair.

MUSTS:
   - Extent to which term is transparent, under 
      s24(3) 
      - Expressed in reasonably plain language
      - Legible, presented clearly
      - Readily available to any party 
      - The contract as a whole (as seen in 
         Jetstar v Free)
Other factors the court deems relevant 

BUT... is
the term
exempt?

Under  s28, is the CONTRACT in question one 
to which the Unfair Regime does NOT apply?

(1)(a) contract of marine salvage/towage
(1)(b) charter  party of a ship
(1)(c) contract for carriage of goods by 
          ship
(3) contract that is the constitution of a 
     company, managed investment 
     scheme or other kind of body
(4) small business contract to which 
     prescribed laws apply

UCTL applies 
to this TERM

Under s26(1), is the TERM in 
question one to which the Unfair 
Regime does NOT apply?

S23 does NOT apply to a term to 
the extent that it:
     (a) defines the main subject 
matter of contract
     (b) Sets upfront price payable 
under contract 
          (s26(2)) - SEE NOTES
     (c) is a term required/expressly 
permitted by 
          law of the 
Cwlth/State/territory 

Since:
The term is unfair; and
The contract is a SF contract

The term of the onsumer/small 
business contrat is VOID, under 
s23(1)

Any attempt to enforce thereafter:
     INJUNCTION issue: s232(3) 
     COMPENSATORY ORDER 
     granted: s237

The term is
exempt

UCTL cannot be 
relied upon

UCTL 
applies to this 
CONTRACT

The contract
is exempt


